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The Russian Navy's large landing ship Caesar Kunikov sets sail in the Bosphorus towards the Black Sea,
in Istanbul, Turkey.

Russia's Foreign Ministry on Tuesday brushed off Turkey's concerns about media images of a
soldier brandishing a rocket launcher as he stands on the deck of a Russian warship passing
through Turkish waters near Istanbul.

“The protection of the vessel is the legitimate right of any crew,” Foreign Ministry
spokeswoman Maria Zakharova said in a statement on the ministry's website.

Turkish media began circulating the images Sunday, saying the pictures were taken when the
Russian landing ship Caesar Kunikov passed through the Bosphorus Strait a day earlier.

The Turkish Foreign Ministry called the incident a “provocation” and summoned the Russian
Ambassador to Turkey Andrei Karlov, for an explanation, Russian and Western media reports
said.



Zakharova maintained that the ship's passage was in line with the Montreux Convention — a
1936 treaty that gives Turkey full control over the Bosphorus Strait, and regulates the passage
of naval warships.

“For some reason, Ankara considers this [incident] 'provocative and threatening,'”
Zakharova said.

“I would like to note that the photo of a sentry guard armed with a heavy machine gun
standing on the deck of a Spanish military ship sailing in the strait provoked no outcry from
Turkey or its media,” Zakharova said.

Turkey and Spain are defense allies as fellow NATO member countries. Russia has fetid
relations with NATO and the West over Moscow's annexation of Crimea from Ukraine, support
for separatist rebels in eastern Ukraine, and handling of the crisis in Syria.

Moscow's relations with Ankara have been deteriorating sharply since Turkey shot down a
Russian bomber near the border with Syria on Nov. 24, accusing it of violating Turkish
airspace. Russia denies the accusation, and President Vladimir Putin called the downing a
“stab in the back by accomplices of terrorists” and warned of dire consequences for bilateral
relations.
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